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Available in two designs, Pulsify transforms your  
shower into your favorite place. Look forward to  
a sensual shower experience with PowderRain.
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IN TOUCH
 with our planet

Water is life and our passion. 
We create inspiring moments while 
protecting this precious element: 
with water- and energy- 
saving showers, faucets, 
and technologies. However, 
the production and disposal of our 
products also have an impact on 
the climate and resource cycles  
of our planet, for which we take 
responsibility.
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Bathroom Sustainability

OUR PATH
to green transformation

2030
All water-bearing products exclusively available 

with water-saving technologies

2030
Pursuit of the 1.5 degree target of the Paris Climate Agreement

2022
All global sites are climate neutral* 

2020
Permanent core team for the realization  
of our sustainability goals

2005
hansgrohe is the first manufacturer in the German 
sanitary industry to publish a sustainability report

2025
Plastic- free product packaging

2023
ISH presentation “green vision beyond water”

2019
Water-saving PowderRain spray type

2012
Energy-saving CoolStart technology

2007
Water-saving EcoSmart technology

1987
50% water-saving Mistral Eco hand shower

Product milestones Company milestones

The usage phase of a hand shower is by far 
the most CO2-intensive. Approximately 1,000  
times more CO2 is emitted than during the 
production. That is why we see it as our  
mission to adjust our entire shower and faucet 
range to “ECO” by 2030. In concrete terms,  
this means that we will reduce the water and/
or energy consumption of water-bearing prod-
ucts in usage by at least 22 percent com-
pared to the 2020 base year.

Production

Disposal

approx. 99% 

*  Climate neutrality refers to Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions (direct emissions and energy consumed at the sites) according to the Greenhouse 
Gas Protocol. Wherever possible, the Hansgrohe Group actively reduces these emissions. The remaining emissions are offset through recognized,  
certified climate protection projects. For more information, please visit www.hansgrohe-group.com/en/about-us/responsibility.

Green.  
Greener.  
ECO 2030

Life cycle analysis 
of a hand shower

of the emitted  
CO2e

Usage

1992
Construction of what was then the largest  
roof- integrated solar power plant in Europe
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Our 
green  
company  
 initiatives
10 initiatives with concrete 
objectives and projects that  
focus on the three fields of  
action for the protection of our 
planet:

     Climate Protection Strategy

     Green Mindset

     Green Products

     Green Packaging

     Green Supply Chain

     Green Production

     Green Energy

     Green Transparency Services

     Green Controlling

     Social Engagement

532 €
savings in  
water and  

energy costs  
each year

3 trees
could be watered for one year 

with your saving of 47,449 liters.
Simply scan the code  

to discover more.

Our contribution to protecting our planet
Hansgrohe preserves water

Safe, fresh water is a valuable, unevenly 
distributed resource. It is vital that it is used  
sparingly in regions where there are water 
shortages. However, even in water-rich  
areas, constant investment in its treatment 
is essential. Thanks to our water-saving 
products, we preserve water cycles without  
compromising the shower experience.

Hansgrohe protects the climate

Our products are friendly and support the  
goals of the Paris and Glasgow Climate  
Summits. But more importantly: the use of 
warm water requires a lot of energy. 
Saving water using our products also 
means reducing the energy consumption 
of sanitary facilities and thereby protect-
ing the environment.

Hansgrohe will be part of the circular economy

Each resource that no longer needs to be obtained, 
but rather can be recycled, preserves our ecosystem 
and saves energy and water in our production lines. 
We are developing long- lasting, reparable, and  
recyclable products and sustainable packaging, and 
are working towards using materials that will preserve 
our ecosystem as much as possible.

Delight in saving water
Replacing a standard hand shower with a water-saving version is worthwhile. Thanks to 
our EcoSmart technology saves up to 40 percent more water than ourconventional products. 
With EcoSmart+, this figure goes all the way up to 60 percent. By saving water, less heat 
energy is required, which also reduces gas and electricity bills.

Our water savings calculator determines 
how many resources you can save with our 
EcoSmart shower – without compromising 
showering pleasure. The following sample 
calculation applies to a family of four and 
assumes that each family member showers 
for five minutes a day (2022, costs suggested  
here are the average for GER).

Would you like to try the water savings  
calculator yourself? On our website 
hansgrohe.com/water -savings - 
calculator, you can enter your data,  
select the product of your choice and cal-
culate your potential savings.

The difference you can make

Showering with the Raindance Select S hand shower 120 3jet EcoSmart 9 l/min.
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When you imagine your dream bathroom, what 
does it look like? Or, even more importantly, what does it 
feel like? With our range of new, inspiring products, hansgrohe 

encourages you to find the answer. Your answer.

Bathroom Dream bathroom

that fits your life
THE BATHROOM
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Our sustainable solutions combine water- and energy-saving 
technologies, intelligent functions, and long-lasting quality. In this 

way, we take responsibility for people, the  
environment, and our planet.

Bath products that will make your heart sing

The bathroom is one of the most important rooms and is more than just 
a place for showering, washing hands, or brushing teeth. It is an oasis 
of retreat and relaxation. At the same time, every bathroom is as 
unique as the personality for which it is made. hansgrohe products 
give you complete freedom in designing your dream bathroom. 
Design, quality, and comfort combine with numerous options for 
individual adaptation to everyday needs to create incomparable 
water experiences that will become an integral part of your daily life 
and make you truly feel alive.

Individual bathroom design with showers, faucets, and 
thermostats by hansgrohe

The demands placed on modern bathroom planning have long since 
gone beyond pure functionality. In addition to innovative technology 
for responsible water enjoyment, the focus is on ergonomic comfort 
and aesthetic pleasure. That‘s why we are constantly working on the 
development of new products that will bring your bathroom dreams 
to life. Be inspired by our extensive range and easily find your favorite 
products to create your very own well-being oasis.  

With Pulsify, you can transform your shower into 
your new favorite place. Choose between two  
impressive designs – round and soft (S) or angular 
and cubic (E) – and look forward to a sensual 
shower experience thanks to to the PowderRain 
spray type.

Tecturis impresses with clean lines and is 
available in two different designs. Whether soft 
and flowing (S) or clear and angular (E), the 
architectural faucet line lets you showcase your 
personal style down to the smallest detail.

The new iBox universal 2 ensures fast, more 
flexible, and safe installation. The intelligent 
concealed solution offers a wide range of combi-
nation options and is the perfect complement to 
the ShowerSelect Comfort finish set.
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PULSIFY 
Thanks to two unique  
designs, Pulsify will turn your 
shower into your favorite place –  
no matter the size of your bathroom. 
Meanwhile, PowderRain envelops 
you in a sensual, sustainable  
showering experience with microfine 
droplets. 
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Round or square? You decide! With Pulsify S and Pulsify E, you can individualize the look of your bathroom and enjoy a unique shower 
experience in its most beautiful form – your most beautiful form. The modern and timeless design makes Pulsify a true style highlight in 
your bathroom. Make your statement and feel like never before: Pulsified!

Pulsify S 

Enjoy a great shower, 
no matter the space

Whether your bathroom is big, tiny, narrow, 
or wide – Pulsify S offers pure showering 
pleasure and fits in perfectly anywhere. 
The broad range of Pulsify S products offers 
you a consistent design language that fits in 
with any bathroom and any style. And the 
extensive product variety also perfectly 
complements the look of your bathroom.

Catches the eye, 
touches the heart

Its modern, round design and timeless 
look make Pulsify S a true style statement 
in your bathroom, presenting a consistent 
solution for the entire shower area with 
round overhead and hand showers, cylindric 
wall bars, and shower pipes. The surface 
is available in various options: Chrome, 
Matt Black, Matt White, and Brushed 
Bronze

More storage, 
more fun

Enjoy your Pulsify S to the fullest with plenty 
of storage space integrated onto the shower 
pipe for all your essentials. And, if you want 
even more space, you can expand your 
shower experience with WallStoris – for 
plentiful storage options and a matching de-
sign language. The flexible storage system 
can be conveniently glued on without drilling 
into the wall or tiles. Just create your perfect 
combination. 

FEEL PULSIFIED

Bathroom Pulsify
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Pulsify E
Showering pleasure in its purest form

Meet Pulsify E. The shower that brings you full PowderRain pleasure in a minimalist 
cubic design and highlights your individual preferences. Make your shower more 
than just a shower. Make it a unique expression of your style. 

Unique design with wow factor

The iconic, cubic design underlines the character of Pulsify E and makes it a real 
eye-catcher in any bathroom. The consistent design language runs through the 
entire range, right down to the smallest details. Highlights can be set in the finishes 
Chrome, Matt Black, Matt White, and Brushed Bronze. 

It’s all about style – your style

With the wide Pulsify E shower range, you enjoy one consistent design language 
from overhead and hand showers to wall bars and shower arms. The exceptional 
look and feel of your individual bathroom style is perfectly complemented by our 
extensive product range.
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Thousands of microfine 
droplets for a one-of-a-kind

 feeling. Renew your daily routine 
and yourself with PowderRain, 
a shower experience that is the true 
highlight of your day. Every day. 

Whether refreshing or relaxing, soft or intense – 
Pulsify S and Pulsify E take your shower experience 
to the next level. With outstanding design, long-last-
ing quality and joyful sustainability. And, if you ever 
feel like adding a new spray type to your shower 
experience, you can simply choose between different 
variants. Looking for a gentle, relaxing shower? 
Then PowderRain is just right for you.

water into well-being
TRANSFORMS

Bathroom Pulsify
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9 out of 10 consumers 
confirm that Pulsify EcoSmart 

provides a great  
shower experience 

with 40%  
water savings.

* Source: TRND customer study with 150 testers, July 2022. 
Water savings compared to the hansgrohe average.

Feels good for you – and for the environment

Water is a limited resource. That is why every Pulsify 
shower allows for conscious usage of water. Compared 
to our conventional showers, which use over 15 l/min, 
hansgrohe’s EcoSmart variant reduces water consumption 
by up to 40% (8 liters per minute) and the EcoSmart+ 
variants even by up to 60% (6 liters per minute). This way, 
you shower particularly sustainably and save valuable  
resources while enjoying the same comfort.

Pulsify at a glance

• PowderRain offers a gentle, relaxing shower experience  

• Compared to our conventional showers with an average 

water consumption of 15 l/min, hansgrohe showers with 

EcoSmart and EcoSmart+ reduce water consumption  

by up to 40% (8 l/min) and 60% (6 l/min) 

• Convenient control of the spray types thanks to Select 

• FastDrain minimizes annoying dripping and limescale 
stains

Simply scan the code  
to discover Pulsify  

• Water Flow Control enables responsible water use  

• QuickClean ensures easy cleaning  

• Available in four finishes: Chrome, Matt Black, Matt 
White, and Brushed Bronze
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Bathroom Pulsify
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Pulsify Select S

Hand shower 105 3jet Activation
# 24100000 Chrome 
# 24100670 Matt Black 
# 24100700 Matt White 

Hand shower 105 3jet Activation EcoSmart
# 24101000 Chrome 
# 24101670 Matt Black 
# 24101700 Matt White 

Pulsify Select S

Hand shower 105 3jet Relaxation
# 24110000 Chrome 
# 24110140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24110670 Matt Black 
# 24110700 Matt White 

Hand shower 105 3jet Relaxation EcoSmart
# 24111000 Chrome 
# 24111140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24111670 Matt Black 
# 24111700 Matt White 

Pulsify Select S

Shower set 105 3jet Relaxation  
with shower bar 65 cm
# 24160000 Chrome 
# 24160670 Matt Black 
# 24160700 Matt White 

Shower set 105 3jet Relaxation EcoSmart  
with shower bar 65 cm
# 24161000 Chrome 
# 24161670 Matt Black 
# 24161700 Matt White 

Shower set 105 3jet Relaxation  
with shower bar 90 cm
# 24170000 Chrome 
# 24170670 Matt Black 
# 24170700 Matt White 

Shower set 105 3jet Relaxation EcoSmart  
with shower bar 90 cm
# 24171000 Chrome 
# 24171670 Matt Black 
# 24171700 Matt White 

Pulsify Select S

Shower holder set 105 3jet Relaxation  
with shower hose 125 cm
# 24302000 Chrome 
# 24302670 Matt Black 
# 24302700 Matt White 

Shower holder set 105 3jet Relaxation  
with shower hose 160 cm
# 24303000 Chrome 
# 24303670 Matt Black 
# 24303700 Matt White 

Pulsify S

Hand shower 105 1jet
# 24120000 Chrome 
# 24120670 Matt Black 
# 24120700 Matt White 

Hand shower 105 1jet EcoSmart+
# 24121000 Chrome 
# 24121670 Matt Black 
# 24121700 Matt White 

Pulsify S

Shower holder set 105 1jet  
with shower hose 125 cm
# 24301000 Chrome 
# 24301670 Matt Black 
# 24301700 Matt White 



All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.
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Pulsify S

Baton hand shower 100 1jet EcoSmart
# 24125000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 24125140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 24125670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 24125700 Matt White Q3/2023

Baton hand shower 100 1jet EcoSmart+
# 24126000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 24126140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 24126670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 24126700 Matt White Q3/2023

Pulsify S

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart with shower bar 65 cm
# 24372000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 24372670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 24372700 Matt White Q3/2023

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart+ with shower bar 65 cm
# 24373000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 24373670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 24373700 Matt White Q3/2023

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart with shower bar 90 cm
# 24382000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 24382670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 24382700 Matt White Q3/2023

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart+ with shower bar 90 cm
# 24383000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 24383670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 24383700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerTablet Select

Bath thermostat 400 for exposed installation
# 24340000 Chrome 
# 24340140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24340670 Matt Black 
# 24340700 Matt White 

ShowerTablet Select

Shower thermostat 400 for exposed installation
# 24360000 Chrome 
# 24360140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24360670 Matt Black 
# 24360700 Matt White 



Bathroom Pulsify
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Pulsify S

Overhead shower 105 1jet
# 24130000 Chrome 
# 24130140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24130670 Matt Black 
# 24130700 Matt White 

Overhead shower 105 1jet EcoSmart+
# 24132000 Chrome 
# 24132670 Matt Black 
# 24132700 Matt White 

Pulsify S

Overhead shower 260 1jet
# 24140000 Chrome 
# 24140140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24140670 Matt Black 
# 24140700 Matt White 

Overhead shower 260 1jet EcoSmart
# 24141000 Chrome 
# 24141140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24141670 Matt Black 
# 24141700 Matt White 

Pulsify S

Overhead shower 260 2jet  
with wall connector
# 24150000 Chrome 
# 24150670 Matt Black 
# 24150700 Matt White 

Overhead shower 260 2jet EcoSmart  
with wall connector
# 24151000 Chrome 
# 24151670 Matt Black 
# 24151700 Matt White 

Pulsify S

Showerpipe 260 2jet  
with ShowerTablet Select 400
# 24240000 Chrome 
# 24240140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24240670 Matt Black 
# 24240700 Matt White 

Showerpipe 260 2jet EcoSmart  
with ShowerTablet Select 400
# 24241000 Chrome 
# 24241140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24241670 Matt Black 
# 24241700 Matt White 

Pulsify S

Showerpipe 260 1jet  
with ShowerTablet Select 400
# 24220000 Chrome 
# 24220140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24220670 Matt Black 
# 24220700 Matt White 

Showerpipe 260 1jet EcoSmart  
with ShowerTablet Select 400
# 24221000 Chrome 
# 24221140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24221670 Matt Black 
# 24221700 Matt White 

Pulsify S

Showerpipe 260 1jet  
with bath thermostat ShowerTablet 400
# 24230000 Chrome 



All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.
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Pulsify E

Baton hand shower 100 1jet EcoSmart
# 24320000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24320140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24320670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24320700 Matt White Q2/2023

Baton hand shower 100 1jet EcoSmart+
# 24321000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24321140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24321670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24321700 Matt White Q2/2023

Pulsify E

Overhead shower 260 1jet
# 24330000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24330140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24330670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24330700 Matt White Q2/2023

Overhead shower 260 1jet EcoSmart
# 24331000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24331140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24331670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24331700 Matt White Q2/2023

Overhead shower 260 1jet EcoSmart+
# 24333000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24333140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 24333670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24333700 Matt White Q2/2023

Pulsify E

Overhead shower 260 2jet  
with wall connector
# 24350000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24350670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24350700 Matt White Q2/2023

Overhead shower 260 2jet EcoSmart  
with wall connector
# 24351000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24351670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24351700 Matt White Q2/2023

Pulsify E

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart with shower bar 65 cm
# 24370000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24370670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24370700 Matt White Q2/2023

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart+ with shower bar 65 cm
# 24371000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24371670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24371700 Matt White Q2/2023

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart with shower bar 90 cm
# 24380000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24380670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24380700 Matt White Q2/2023

Shower set 100 1jet EcoSmart+ with shower bar 90 cm
# 24381000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 24381670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 24381700 Matt White Q2/2023



Small details, big impact:  
The warm and cotton- 

like look of the new 
hansgrohe Designflex shower 
hose updates your bathroom 

and gives it a modern  
spa touch.

Bathroom Designflex
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Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.

Showering with that something extra

Thanks to its warm, cotton-like look and pleasant feel, 
Designflex adds the perfect finishing touch to your bathroom 
design and enhances the comfortable atmosphere. The look 
and feel of your shower transform it into a cozy oasis of 
well-being. The Designflex shower hoses unique look is the 
result of the innovative braiding technology, through which 
multicolored threads are closely braided – safe, water- 
resistant, and the perfect addition to all FinishPlus surfaces. 

Designflex fibers are made from 
recycled plastic bottles. 

This makes Designflex 
a contemporary 

design piece and a 
contribution to  

sustainable living.

Designflex at a glance

• Pleasant haptics make you feel good in the shower  

• About 30% lighter in weight than other hansgrohe 
shower hoses 

• Resistant materials ensure the highest product 
quality 

• Kink-free showering pleasure: The rotatable 
connector prevents annoying tangling 

• Compatible with all common hand showers 

• Waterproof and water-repellent material guaran-
tees the best hygienic conditions and easy cleaning 

• Perfect addition to all FinishPlus surfaces 

Simply scan the code  
to discover Designflex.

flexible, lightweight, stylish
DESIGNFLEX:
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Designflex

Textile shower hose 125 cm
# 28220000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 28220140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 28220340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 28220670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 28220700 Matt White Q3/2023

Textile shower hose 160 cm
# 28260000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 28260140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 28260340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 28260670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 28260700 Matt White Q3/2023
# 28260820 Brushed Nickel Q3/2023
# 28260990 Polished Gold Optic Q3/2023

Textile shower hose 200 cm
# 28230000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 28230140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 28230340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 28230670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 28230700 Matt White Q3/2023
# 28230820 Brushed Nickel Q3/2023
# 28230990 Polished Gold Optic Q3/2023





SHOWER- 
SELECT 
COMFORT

Happiness at the touch of a  
button: ShowerSelect Comfort 
features high-quality design and 
allows for convenient water 
control. Thanks to the flat,  
space-saving appearance, you 
can turn your bathroom into  
a place of peace and quiet. 
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As the saying goes: Less is more. The 
elegant, purist design of ShowerSelect 
Comfor t creates an ar tistic eye - 
catcher in your shower and enables 
intuitive operation of all shower  
elements. With just one click, you 
can precisely start or stop the flow of  
water, switch from hand shower to 
overhead shower, or change the spray 
type. The ShowerSelect Comfort ther-
mostat continuously balances out any 

for the wall
A WORK OF ART 

temperature and water pressure fluctuations, 
so you can always enjoy the best showering 
experience by maintaining a constant water 
temperature and volume. The intuitive Select 
buttons with easy-to-understand and abra-
sion-resistant symbols simplify operation and 
are easy to clean thanks to their flush-mounted 
design. In addition, the clear and stylish temper-
ature markings also make setting your per-
sonal comfort temperature a breeze. There is 
also an extra safety feature: The SafetyStop 

function for adjustable temperature limita-
tion. Accordingly, you can be sure that the 
water in your shower never gets too hot (lock 
at 40 degrees). This can be released with the 
push of a button on the control dial and guar-
antees safety for your little ones. At the same 
time, Water Flow Control allows you to effort-
lessly reduce water consumption and thus 
save resources.

Bathroom ShowerSelect Comfort
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Designed to upgrade your bathroom 

ShowerSelect Comfort ready-made sets and controls can be integrated 
into any space. The flat and sophisticated design fits perfectly into 
your bathroom and creates more room for cozy showering comfort. 
Thanks to the shadow gap, it even looks as if the thermostat is floating 
in front of the wall. Design enthusiasts appreciate the visual lightness 
offered by this installation. Also, the handles have a flat design and 
are centered at the same height. And the high-quality metal offer  
durability and provide a convenient operating feeling.

The thermostats can be quickly and easily installed on the new iBox 
universal 2. If you ever want to change the shape and color of the 
faucet, the iBox universal 2 allows you to replace the ShowerSelect 
Comfort unit at any time and without much effort.

The new iBox universal 2 – 
faster, smarter, more 
flexible 

iBox universal 2
The basic body for concealed fittings can be 
installed even more flexibly and conveniently.

ShowerSelect Comfort
Control your showering pleasure conveniently 
and intuitively thanks to the minimalist concealed 
thermostat with the Select function.

Simply scan the code to discover 
ShowerSelect Comfort.

• Intuitive control by up to four consumers at the touch of a 
button thanks to the Select function 

• Full-surface metal Select buttons make it easy to operate 
the desired shower head 

• Comfortable temperature setting thanks to the thermostat 
with SafetyStop 

• Integrated Water Flow Control function for sustainable  
use of water and regulation of water flow  

• Easy cleaning is ensured by flush-mounted buttons

• Available in three shapes: Square, Softcube, and Round  

• Comes in five finishes: Chrome, Matt Black, Matt 
White, Brushed Black Chrome, and Brushed Bronze 

• Installation based on the new iBox universal 2

ShowerSelect Comfort at a glance 
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Bathroom ShowerSelect Comfort
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ShowerSelect Comfort E

 Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 1 function
# 15571000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15571140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15571340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15571670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15571700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort E

 Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 2 functions
# 15572000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15572140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15572340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15572670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15572700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort E

 Valve for concealed installation  
for 3 functions
# 15573000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15573140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15573340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15573670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15573700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort E

 Thermostat for concealed installation
# 15574000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15574140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15574340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15574670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15574700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort E

 Thermostat Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 1 function and additional outlet
# 15575000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15575140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15575340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15575670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15575700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort E

Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 2 functions with integrated security combination 
according to EN1717
# 15578000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15578140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15578340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15578670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15578700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort Q

Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 1 function
# 15581000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15581140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15581340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15581670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15581700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort Q

Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 2 functions
# 15583000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15583140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15583340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15583670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15583700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort Q

Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 2 functions with integrated security combination 
according to EN1717
# 15586000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15586140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15586340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15586670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15586700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort Q

Valve for concealed installation  
for 3 functions
# 15587000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15587140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15587340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15587670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15587700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort Q

Thermostat for concealed installation
# 15588000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15588140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15588340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15588670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15588700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort Q

Thermostat Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 1 function and additional outlet
# 15589000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15589140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15589340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15589670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15589700 Matt White Q3/2023



Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.
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ShowerSelect Comfort S

Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 1 function
# 15553000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15553140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15553340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15553670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15553700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort S

Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 2 functions
# 15554000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15554140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15554340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15554670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15554700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort S

Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 2 functions with integrated security combination 
according to EN1717
# 15556000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15556140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15556340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15556670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15556700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort S

Valve for concealed installation  
for 3 functions
# 15558000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15558140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15558340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15558670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15558700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort S

Thermostat for concealed installation
# 15559000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15559140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15559340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15559670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15559700 Matt White Q3/2023

ShowerSelect Comfort S

Thermostat Thermostat for concealed installation  
for 1 function and additional outlet
# 15562000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 15562140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 15562340 Brushed Black Chrome Q3/2023
# 15562670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 15562700 Matt White Q3/2023

iBox universal 2

Basic set
# 01500180  Q3/2023





DUOTURN
A first-class shower 
experience with just one  
turn: DuoTurn concealed 
mixers are characterized by  
their intuitive handling and 
can be integrated into any  
bathroom.
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DuoTurn at a glance 

• Convenient temperature setting and volume flow 
control  

• Comfortable control of up to two consumers by 
operating the lever 

• Easy cleaning thanks to the flat, built-in surface 

• Available in three shapes: Square, Softcube,  
and Round  

• Comes in three finishes: Chrome, Matt Black,  
and Matt White  

• Installation based on the new iBox universal 2

Simply scan the code  
to discover DuoTurn.

For moments of rest. For moments of silence. For moments of 
relaxation. DuoTurn combines intuitive handling with clear, flat 
design and lets you forget about everyday life and turn on 
soothing comfort while showering. The concealed mixers can 
be installed with the bathtub as well as in the shower and 
offer a new, uncomplicated alternative to a diverter with a 
pull mechanism. Thanks to DuoTurn, you can switch from the 
overhead shower to the hand shower or simply set your  
desired temperature and volume flow control with just one turn. 
The mixers also feature an attractive overall appearance. The 
cartridge is positioned centrally, and the handles are flat and 
aligned at one height.

The new iBox  
universal 2 – 

reduces  
complexity 
and allows for  

easy installation

Turn up the 

COMFORT

The feeling of relaxation requires one thing above all: A 
pleasant atmosphere. In combination with the iBox universal 2, 
the innovative hansgrohe technology can be placed behind 
the wall, creating a minimalist ambience in the bathroom 
where you can look forward to relaxing shower experiences. 
The concealed unit is easy to install on the iBox universal 2. 
This allows the faucet to be replaced in just a few simple steps 
if you ever want to change the shape or color.

Bathroom DuoTurn
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Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.
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DuoTurn Q

Mixer for concealed installation  
for 1 function
# 75614000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 75614140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 75614670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 75614700 Matt White Q3/2023

DuoTurn Q

Mixer for concealed installation  
for 2 functions
# 75414000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 75414140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 75414670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 75414700 Matt White Q3/2023

DuoTurn S

Mixer for concealed installation  
for 2 functions
# 75418000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 75418140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 75418670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 75418700 Matt White Q3/2023

DuoTurn S

Mixer for concealed installation  
for 1 function
# 75618000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 75618140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 75618670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 75618700 Matt White Q3/2023

DuoTurn E

Mixer for concealed installation  
for 2 functions
# 75417000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 75417140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 75417670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 75417700 Matt White Q3/2023

DuoTurn E

Mixer for concealed installation  
for 1 function
# 75617000 Chrome Q3/2023
# 75617140 Brushed Bronze Q3/2023
# 75617670 Matt Black Q3/2023
# 75617700 Matt White Q3/2023

iBox universal 2

Basic set
# 01500180  Q3/2023





IBOX  
UNIVERSAL 2

The new iBox universal 2 offers 
reduced complexity and  
enables a fast, more flexible, 
and secure installation.
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The new hansgrohe iBox universal 2 – 
faster, smarter, more flexible

HELLO FUTURE! 

The installation of the iBox universal 2 in combination with  
new finish sets is twice as fast as with the previous  

model and works even more intelligently and flexibly.

Efficient installation offering maximum flexibility

The latest evolution of the iBox universal draws on decades of 
experience with over 11 million installed products and continuous 
feedback from installers and planners. As a result, the new iBox 
universal 2 reduces complexity while enabling fast, error-free, 
universal installation. It combines the proven advantages of its 
predecessor with new features and benefits.

Specialists are facing increasing time pressure. This is further aggravated 
by a shortage of skilled workers. Therefore, a partner who understands 
these challenges and offers products that enable safe and quick installation 
is needed. The new iBox generation is one more example of how we use 
innovative ideas and intelligent developments to make installers’ work 
more efficient, while simultaneously boosting their customers’ satisfaction.

Bathroom iBox universal 2
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3 4 5

Five benefits 
of the iBox  
universal 2

Useful information for professionals 

The iBox universal 2 features a high level of safety and reliability 
thanks to over 22 years of experience and targeted further devel-
opment. The improved product benefits and functions make instal-
lation easier than ever before. This means that installation errors 
can be prevented, and installers benefit from the efficiency and 
time savings gained. In addition, intelligent details result in more 
installation options.

Pre-mounted seal

The sealing sleeve is permanently at-
tached to the sliding sleeve so that it 
cannot be lost or forgotten. This also 
simplifies installation as everything is 
always at hand. The sleeve is continu-
ously elastic and waterproof.

Mounting ring 

The integrated mounting ring allows the 
box to be installed in, on, or in front of 
the wall. The ring can be attached at 
the front or rear and allows for mounting 
with any type of installation.

Sliding sleeve

Installation without cutting: The sliding 
sleeve is very easy to slide in, regardless 
of the depth at which the concealed 
box is installed. This makes the water-
proof box even easier, faster, and safer 
to install.

Pre-installed function block 

The high-quality function block is manu-
factured using metal and delivered pre- 
installed. This enables fast and safe in-
stallation.

Box made of EPP foam 

The Box is made of expanded polypropyl-
ene (EPP foam). This sustainable material 
provides perfect sound absorption and 
thermal insulation. The versatile material 
is also lightweight, waterproof, and easy 
to recycle.

Useful information for consumers

The new iBox generation guarantees maximum design freedom in the 
bathroom, as it can be combined with all hansgrohe finish sets. With older 
lines, only an adapter plate is required for installation. In addition, 
the concealed installation requires very little space and allows for 
easy cleaning. And, thanks to the excelent sound absorption, consumers 
can look forward to a quiet and peaceful showering experience.
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Faster  
installation, more 
mounting options,  
fewer installation  
steps – that makes  
the new generation  

of iBox even more efficient, 
more flexible, and safer.

Bathroom iBox universal 2

Suitable for standard pipe 
dimensions thanks to  
4 Rp ½ connections

EPP (expanded 
polypropylene) foam 

sheathing offers 
excellent thermal insulation

Fewer errors and less  
complexity thanks to  
rotational symmetry (all  
connections are the same)

Common installation depth 
(80 mm–108 mm)

Easy alignment through dust 
cover with stable supports  
for spirit level

New sliding sleeve –
nothing to cut

Pre-mounted seal –so  
nothing gets lost

Frontal view of the iBox universal 2

Multiple fixation options 
 thanks to new mounting ring 

Empty electrical conduit 
options (e.g., for 

future-oriented finish sets  
that require electricity)

Integrated circular  
level reduces correction 

efforts and avoids  
installation errors
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iBox universal 2 at a glance

• Fast, flexible, and safe assembly  

• Improved installation options thanks to intelligent details 

• Fully waterproof and universal 

• Acoustic decoupling means all new finish sets have  
noise class 1

Simply scan the code to  
discover iBox universal 2.

• Can be combined with all previous and future 
hansgrohe and AXOR finish sets (for older lines, an 
adapter plate is necessary) 

• Finish sets require little space and offer a wide range  
of products (various colors, shapes, and numbers of 
consumers available)

Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.

The perfect combination –
the iBox universal 2 and 
ShowerSelect Comfort
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TECTURIS
Embracing water with architectural  
design: With Tecturis, you are 
the architect of your well-
being. Plus, an outstanding space 
needs an outstanding faucet.
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One style icon – two iconic designs

Geometrically shaped and round like concentric water circles or straight like a 
steady stream of water. With Tecturis, hansgrohe has created two designs that 
reflect these aesthetics and highlight the pure and functional beauty of water 
through their minimalist appearance. From the handle to the body to the spout, 
Tecturis features exceptional hansgrohe design and high quality standards. 
There is a right solution for every design lover’s bathroom and style. You decide 
which line suits you and your bathroom best. 

created for you
for water – DESIGNED 

Surround yourself with outstanding design and 
positive energy will flow. Inspired by the pure and 
functional beauty of water, Tecturis embraces 
your everyday water experience with clear 
lines, defined shapes, and maximum comfort. 
This is what water has been dreaming of. 

The two styles embody the different characters of water – Tecturis S for  
the soft and flowing and Tecturis E for the clear and powerful.

Bathroom Tecturis
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Soft lines, rounded design, and 
smooth surfaces for a feeling of re-
laxation, comfort, and well-being 
– that’s the style of the Tecturis S. 
Inspired by the flowing character 
of water, its soft appeal also  
reflects your relaxed style and 
turns any bathroom into a well-
ness oasis. Its slim look and raised 
ComfortZone create more space 
for you.

Tecturis E features clear, geometrical design that highlights the purity of water. Its cubic water spray  
is a tangible expression of the steady nature of water. Square shapes and the perfect integration of  
the round cartridge create a highly aesthetic atmosphere, making your WashPlace a remarkable  
design statement. 

Tecturis E

Tecturis S

Leaves nothing but a good feeling: The handle on the  
side prevents water spots and limescale on the spout. This way, your favorite  

faucet always keeps its clean look.
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for the planet as well
A real MUST-HAVE–

Tecturis at a glance

• Reduced design: Minimalist from handle to body to spout 

• Two design languages: Soft and round (S) and straight and 
angular (E) 

• Available in various versions, e.g., with side or top 
operation, as a two-hole wall-mounted faucet or two-hole 
ceramic facuet, as well as with different ComfortZones 

• Available in four FinishPlus surfaces: Chrome, Matt Black, 
Matt White, and Brushed Bronze 

• Minimization of water splashes and limescale deposits 
ensures easy cleaning

Simply scan the code  
to discover Tecturis. 

• EcoSmart+ reduces water consumption to only  
4 l/minute at 3 bar and saves valuable resources 

• Intuitive energy saving thanks to CoolStart: Cold  
water flows when handle is in middle position

Great architectural design takes the environ-
ment into account. Equipped with EcoSmart+, 
your Tecturis faucet significantly reduces water 
consumption to only 4 l/minute at 3 bar – 
without reducing the joy of use. In addition, 
CoolStart technology saves energy and sup-
ports an even more sustainable life. Often, 
we open a faucet automatically with the handle 
in the middle position – and with that, we 
consume hot water without noticing it. In con-
trast to standard faucets, pure cold water 
flows in this position with CoolStart. The energy 
required for heating water is only accessed 
when you actively move the faucet handle to 
the left. Using hot water only when it is really 
needed is good for the environment. And for 
your sense of well-being. 

Bathroom Tecturis
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Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.
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Tecturis E

Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart  
with pop-up waste set
# 73014000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73014670 Matt Black Q2/2023

Tecturis E

Single lever basin mixer 110 Fine CoolStart  
with push-open waste set
# 73020000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73020670 Matt Black Q2/2023

Tecturis E

2-hole basin mixer 150 CoolStart  
with waste set
# 73053000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73053670 Matt Black Q2/2023

Tecturis E

Single lever basin mixer 210 Fine CoolStart  
with swivel spout and push-open waste set
# 73060000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73060670 Matt Black Q2/2023

Tecturis E

Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 73420000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73420670 Matt Black Q2/2023

Tecturis E

Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 73620000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73620670 Matt Black Q2/2023



Bathroom Tecturis
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Tecturis S

Pillar tap 80 with lever handle for cold water  
or pre-adjusted water without waste set
# 73313000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73313140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73313670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73313700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer 80 CoolStart  
without waste set
# 73301000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73301140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73301670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73301700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer 80 CoolStart  
with pop-up waste set
# 73302000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73302140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73302670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73302700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart  
without waste set
# 73312000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73312140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73312670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73312700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart  
with pop-up waste set
# 73314000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73314140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73314670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73314700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer 110  
with pop-up waste set
# 73310000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73310140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73310670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73310700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer 110  
without waste set
# 73311000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73311140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73311670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73311700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer 110 Fine CoolStart  
with push-open waste set
# 73320000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73320140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73320670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73320700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer 110 Fine CoolStart  
without waste set
# 73321000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73321140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73321670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73321700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer 110 Fine CoolStart  
with pop up-waste set
# 73323000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73323140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73323670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73323700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer 150 Fine CoolStart  
with push-open waste set
# 73340000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73340140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73340670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73340700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer 150 Fine CoolStart  
without waste set
# 73341000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73341140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73341670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73341700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

2-hole basin mixer 150 CoolStart  
with waste set
# 73353000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73353140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73353670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73353700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer 210 Fine CoolStart  
with swivel spout and push-open waste set
# 73360000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73360140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73360670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73360700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer 240 Fine CoolStart  
for wash bowls with push-open waste set
# 73370000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73370140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73370670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73370700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer 240 Fine CoolStart  
for wash bowls without waste set
# 73372000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73372140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73372670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73372700 Matt White Q2/2023



Explanations of the surfaces and pictograms can be found at the end of the brochure.
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Tecturis S

Single lever bidet mixer with pop-up waste set
# 73201000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73201140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73201670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73201700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

3-hole basin mixer 150 with push-open waste set
# 73330000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73330140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73330670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73330700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Bath spout
# 73411000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73411140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73411670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73411700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 73422000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73422140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73422670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73422700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever bath mixer floor-standing
# 73440000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73440140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73440670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73440700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 73622000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73622140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73622670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73622700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

3-hole rim mounted single lever bath mixer with sBox
# 73447000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73447140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73447670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73447700 Matt White Q2/2023

Tecturis S

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation  
wall-mounted with spout 16,5 cm
# 73350000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73350140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73350670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73350700 Matt White Q2/2023

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation  
wall-mounted with spout 22,5 cm
# 73351000 Chrome Q2/2023
# 73351140 Brushed Bronze Q2/2023
# 73351670 Matt Black Q2/2023
# 73351700 Matt White Q2/2023





AQITTURA 
M91

Aqittura M91 serves you water 
the way you like it best:  
filtered and optimized, 
optionally treated with 
minerals, carbonated  
and chilled if desired.
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Kitchen Aqittura M91

For separate supply of filtered 
and unfiltered water, the faucet 
is equipped with two outlets.  

without compromises
ENJOYING WATER 

Water is probably the most important resource on Earth. Any-
one with access to clean drinking water enjoys a high quality 
of life. However, in some regions, the water quality is less  
enjoyable. To ensure that you can always enjoy your drinking 
water to the fullest, we have developed the Aqittura M91. 

*Average of seven representative pollutants (pesticides and pharmaceutical residues), determined by the Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW)

Reliable reduction of pollutants and microplastics

The filtration of the Aqittura M91 system removes up to 95%* of pollutants and heavy metals, pesticides and insecticides. This 
makes the enjoyment of water even more carefree and safe, and contributes to a holistic balance. The activated carbon filter of 
the Aqittura M91 system also filters microplastic particles from drinking water. Organic substances such as natural odors and 
flavors or acids are also neutralized for worry-free water enjoyment.

Thanks to the exclusive faucet with integrated system, you get 
to enjoy delicious water, individually refined according to your 
preferences, directly from the tap. This way, you can avoid the 
inconvenient transport of water bottles while at the same time 
protecting the environment.
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Filtering Mineralizing Carbonation Cooling hansgrohe home app

Aqittura M91 SodaSystem

Aqittura M91 FilterSystem

FilterSystem 
vs. SodaSystem 

Find the system that suits you

Aqittura M91 is available in two system versions. With the Aqittura M91 SodaSystem, 
you experience all the benefits and can enjoy your water filtered, mineralized, and  
carbonated as well as chilled between 4 and 12 degrees in sparkling, medium, or still. 
The adjustment Carbonation is adjusted at the push of a button right at the faucet. In 
addition, the system can be managed via the hansgrohe home app. If you are happy 
without carbonation and refrigeration and only want the water to be filtered and miner-
alized, the Aqittura M91 FilterSystem is the right choice for you.

The FilterSystem provides you with fil-
tered or mineralized water at the push of 
a button. Thanks to the integrated valve, 
the treated water runs as long as you 
keep the button pressed. In addition, the 
space-saving holder makes it easy to  
install the mineralizing filter in the kitchen 
sink cabinet.

Using the intuitive control element of the 
SodaSystem, you choose how you 
want to enjoy your water: sparkling,  
medium, or still. The SodaBase in the 
kitchen sink cabinet integrates the  
carbonic acid cartridge, the mineraliza-
tion filter, the intermediate storage tank 
for treated water, and the cooling unit.
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Kitchen Aqittura M91

SodaBase – the core of the 
Aqittura M91 SodaSystem

All functions in a compact space: With a height of 
476 mm, a width of 200 mm, and a depth of 500 
mm, the SodaBase fits into any kitchen cabinet with 
a width of at least 400 mm. A swiveling threaded 
connection is built into the SodaBase, so that all 
commercially available CO2 bottles from various 
manufacturers can be connected in a few simple 
steps and without tools. A CO2 bottle (425 g for 
approx. 60 l of sparkling water) is always included 
with the purchase of a hansgrohe Aqittura M91 
SodaSystem and is the entry into the deposit system.

Discover all of the benefits using the 
hansgrohe home app

With the Aqittura M91 SodaSystem, you can use all of the 
digital possibilities of our kitchen innovation. The hansgrohe 
home app allows you to control the smart kitchen faucet 
from anywhere and enjoy numerous convenience functions.

•  Easy operation via smartphone
•  Digital filter and carbon dioxide level indicator
•  Notification to app users: Fill levels, cleaning, software 

updates, error messages
•  Repurchase of filters and other spare parts via specialist 

retailers or common online shops
•  Know more: The app includes the instruction manual 

and FAQs

carbonation and filter system 
for the kitchen

THE INTELLIGENT 
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A balanced mineral supply for your 
well-being

The unique MINTEC® filtration and mineralization 
technology ensures a continuous supply of valua-
ble minerals. The individually adjusted composi-
tion of minerals forms an important contribution 
to a harmonious diet, has a compensating effect 
on the mineral balance. Optimize your personal  
water balance with mineral salts such as magne-
sium, calcium, potassium, and sodium.

Soft balance: Mineralization  
and the “Harmony” filter

Being thirsty is a natural warning signal of the 
body that points out the lack of vital minerals in 
the blood. The “Harmony” mineralizing filter 
adds magnesium and potassium to tap water. 
Magnesium supports the body’s metabolic func-
tions, while potassium regulates blood pressure 
and muscle and nerve function.

Full power: Mineralization 
and the “Life” filter

Calcium, magnesium, and potassium are 
added to very soft water via the “Life”  
mineralizing filter. Calcium is an indispen-
sable component of a balanced diet. It 
supports the metabolism, is needed for 
building teeth and bones, and transmits nerve 
impulses. Enrichment with a combination 
of calcium, magnesium, and potassium 
makes tap water an effective nutritional 
building block.

Vitality: Mineralization and the 
“Sport” filter

The “Sport” mineralizing filter is adapted 
to a sporty lifestyle. On hot days or when 
playing sports, the body loses not only 
large amounts of fluid, but also valuable 
minerals. For athletes, along with potassium 
and magnesium, sodium is an important 
building block for maintaining tissue tension, 
regulating water balance in the body, 
transmitting nerve impulses, and regulating 
blood pressure, and it can help reduce 
muscle cramps.

Aqittura M91 at a glance

• Water according to your taste thanks to FilterSystem  
or SodaSystem 

• Two design variants: swivel spout in L-design or curved  
shape with pull-out function 

• Filtration reduces pollutants and microplastics  

• MINTEC® ensures supply of valuable minerals 

• Two separate water paths for untreated and  
treated water 

• Available in three finishes: Matt Black, Chrome, and  
Stainless Steel Finish

Simply scan the code to  
discover Aqittura M91.
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Kitchen Aqittura M91
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Aqittura M91

FilterSystem 210, pull-out spout, 1jet, sBox, starter set
# 76800000 Chrome 
# 76800670 Matt Black 
# 76800800 Stainless Steel Finish 

FilterSystem 210, pull-out spout, 1jet, starter set
# 76801000 Chrome 
# 76801670 Matt Black 
# 76801800 Stainless Steel Finish 

Aqittura M91

FilterSystem 240, 1jet, starter set
# 76802000 Chrome 
# 76802670 Matt Black 
# 76802800 Stainless Steel Finish 

Aqittura M91

FilterSystem 240, 1jet
# 76804000 Chrome 
# 76804670 Matt Black 
# 76804800 Stainless Steel Finish 

Aqittura M91

SodaSystem 210, pull-out spout, 1jet, sBox, starter set
# 76806000 Chrome 
# 76806670 Matt Black 
# 76806800 Stainless Steel Finish 

Aqittura M91

SodaSystem 240, 1jet, starter set
# 76810000 Chrome 
# 76810670 Matt Black 
# 76810800 Stainless Steel Finish 

Aqittura M91

FilterSystem 210, pull-out spout, 1jet, sBox
# 76826000 Chrome 
# 76826670 Matt Black 
# 76826800 Stainless Steel Finish 

FilterSystem 210, pull-out spout, 1jet
# 76803000 Chrome 
# 76803670 Matt Black 
# 76803800 Stainless Steel Finish 

Aqittura M91

Filter active carbon
# 76814000  

Aqittura M91

Filter ion exchanger and active carbon
# 76815000  

Aqittura M91

Filter ion exchanger Pro and active carbon
# 76827000  

Aqittura M91

Mineralisation and filter Harmony
# 76828000  

Aqittura M91

Mineralisation and filter Life
# 76829000  

Aqittura M91

Mineralisation and filter Sport
# 76830000  



Crystal-clear spray for the 
sink with no air mixed in, 
perfect for quickly filling 
vessels.

Spray modes

Finishes

Technologies

Kitchen

Limescale deposits and 
dirt can simply be rubbed 
off with a finger. For less 
cleaning effort.

Ensures maximum 
freedom of movement at 
the sink, both in height 
and in the lateral swivel 
range.

Smooth and protected 
guidance of the hose. The 
pull-out shower can be 
extended up to 76 cm.

A pull-out shower or spout 
greatly extends the radius 
of action at the sink.

Separate lines for treated 
and untreated water 
provide safety when 
tapping.

One press of a button is 
all it takes to regulate the 
flow of water at the sink.

At the touch of a button, 
treated water comes out 
of the mixer, either still, 
medium or sparkling.

Filtered or mineralised 
water comes out of this 
user-friendly kitchen mixer 
at the touch of a button.

This allows drinking 
vessels to be filled 
individually and precisely. 
The water flow stops 
automatically.

The app provides 
important information 
about the kitchen mixer. It 
informs you about fill 
levels and more.

Stainless Steel FinishMatt BlackChrome
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Finishes

Technologies

Showers, Thermostats & Mixers

Spray modes

A playful way to control 
the water flow, shower or 
spray type at the simple 
touch of a button.

Shower that uses up to 
40% less water than a 
conventional model, also 
reducing energy costs.

This economical shower 
consumes up to 60% less 
water than conventional 
models. This also reduces 
energy costs.

Limescale deposits and 
dirt can simply be rubbed 
off with a finger. For less 
cleaning effort.

The angle of the overhead 
shower can be adjusted 
and the water spray can 
be individually adapted.

Actively regulate water 
consumption - the amount 
of water can be adjusted 
using the control dial.

The shower’s quick 
emptying function reduces 
the dripping time after 
showering.

The bath filler can be 
swivelled under the 
thermostatic mixer when 
not in use. Nice and tidy.

Large-scale distribution of 
the water in the shower so 
that the whole body is 
cocooned in feel-good 
droplets.

The height of the hand 
shower can be 
singlehandedly and 
smoothly shifted at the 
touch of a button.

Thermostatic mixer with 
innovative cooling 
technology to prevent 
scalding and stop it from 
feeling uncomfortable to 
touch.

Safety lock at over 40 °C 
- temperature limit, which 
prevents excessively hot 
water from escaping.

Quick and safe 
installation - several 
features ensure easy 
installation.

The high-quality 
installation set has a 
pre-assembled sealing 
fleece and is 100% 
waterproof.

Invigorating, 
concentrated spray for 
the home spa that allows 
the day’s stresses to 
simply drain off.

Targeted spray that gently 
relaxes for soothing 
wellness moments.

Relaxing, micro-fine 
droplets that softly and 
silently cocoon the body. 
For sensual showering.

Intense spray consisting of 
thousands of micro-fine 
droplets. Thorough, 
soothing and low-splash.

Powerful, stimulating 
water sprays that wash 
away tiredness and leave 
people feeling fighting fit.

Matt Black

Brushed Black Chrome

Chrome Matt White

Brushed NickelBrushed Bronze

For requirements at any 
height - so the mixer fits 
perfectly into the desired 
washbasin situation.

Climate-protecting fitting 
that consumes only 4 l/
min at 3 bar. Less water - 
less energy consumption.

Mixes air into the water. 
For a soft, less splashing 
water jet and full, light 
drops.

Environmentally friendly 
mixer that conserves 
valuable resources, 
reduces CO2 emissions 
and cuts costs.

Polished Gold Optic
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Headquarters
Hansgrohe SE · P.O. Box 1145 · D-77757 Schiltach 
Tel. +49 7836 51-0 · Fax +49 7836 51-1300 · info@hansgrohe.com · hansgrohe-int.com

Australia
Hansgrohe Pty Ltd · Unit 4 / 71 Victoria Crescent · Abbotsford · VIC 3067 · Australia
Tel. +61 03 8319 5753 · info@hansgrohe.com.au · hansgrohe.com.au

Baltics
Hansgrohe Eesti · Mäealuse 2/1 · 12618 Tallinn
Tel. +372 6826829 · info@hansgrohe.ee ·hansgrohe.ee

Belgium
Hansgrohe N.V. · Riverside Business Park · Internationalelaan 55 K · B -1070 Anderlecht 
Tel. +32 2 5430140· info@hansgrohe.be · www.hansgrohe.be

Czech Republic
Hansgrohe CS s.r.o. · Dornych 47 · CZ–617 00 Brno 
Tel. +420 511 120550 · info@hansgrohe.cz · hansgrohe.cz · hansgrohe.sk

Denmark
Hansgrohe · Jegstrupvej 6 · DK-8361 Hasselager 
Telefon +45 86 28 74 00 · info@hansgrohe.dk · hansgrohe.dk

Türkiye
Hansgrohe Armatür Ltd. Şti. · Ortaklar Cad. Bahçeler sok. Efe Han 20/C Zemin Kat · Mecidiyeköy İstanbul · Türkiye
Tel.: +90 212 273 07 30 PBX · Faks : +90 212 273 07 40 · info@hansgrohe.com.tr · www.hansgrohe.com.tr
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Discover hansgrohe online and on social media.

Would you like an overview  
of the entire hansgrohe product range?

Simply scan the code and discover all of our products!




